Experts in vehicle depollution and fuel recovery

Fuel Tank Drill
The quickest way to remove fuel from End of Life Vehicles

Efficient
Reversible drill bit which keeps consumable costs low.
Built in swarf filter.
Unique water and sediment separation system, ensuring you
only retrieve clean and reusable fuel.

Versatile
Only one drill needed for both steel and plastic tanks.
Suitable for use with both petrol and diesel.
Plugs directly into most fuel recovery systems.

Easy to use
Drill is lifted pneumatically to meet the fuel tank.

Safe to use
Non-sparking, low rev, high torque drilling system.

AutoDrain’s Fuel Tank Drill can be used in conjunction with our
Workshop Fuel Scavenger to provide suction. If your vehicle processing
volume increases, it can also be used with our Fixed Fuel Scavenger to
pipe the fuel directly to remote storage tanks. At AutoDrain our modular
systems allow us to meet your specific depollution needs.

Please call +44 (0)113 2059332 for further information
www.autodrain.net
T: + 44 (0) 113 205 9332

E: info@autodrain.net
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Fuel Tank Drill

Fact!
Petrol is a highly explosive material and
working with it is a potentially dangerous
activity. The Fuel Tank Drill ensures that
you drain fuel in a safe way as it does not
use a spike to pierce the tank. No drip
trays are used, as these can cause a lethal
build up of petrol vapour that cannot
disperse safely.

AutoDrain’s Unique water and sediment
separation system is included as
standard with your Fuel Tank Drill. This
ensures that you retrieve clean, reusable
fuel from End of Life Vehicles. This
separation system also serves a dual
purpose as a sight glass. Both single and
double options are available depending
on your business needs.

TRAINING
Training is vital to ensure
that you maximise the
profitability and longevity of your
Fuel Tank Drill.
Certficated training
available at our own IMI
accredited training centre.

Please call +44 (0)113 205 9332 for further information
www.autodrain.net
T: + 44 (0) 113 205 9332

E: info@autodrain.net

